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ABSTRACT
Idiomatic expressions (IE) play an important role in natural language, and have long been
a “pain in the neck” for NLP systems. Despite this, text generation tasks related to IEs
remain largely under-explored. In this study, we propose two new tasks of idiomatic sentence
generation and paraphrasing to fill this research gap. We introduce a curated dataset of 823
IEs, and a parallel corpus with sentences containing them and the same sentences where
the IEs were replaced by their literal paraphrases as the primary resource for our tasks.
We benchmark existing deep learning models, which have state-of-the-art performance on
related tasks using automated and manual evaluation with our dataset to inspire further
research on our proposed tasks. By establishing baseline models, we pave the way for more
comprehensive and accurate modeling of IEs, both for generation and paraphrasing.
Inspired by psycholinguistic theories of idiom use in one’s native language, we also propose
a novel approach for these tasks, which retrieves the appropriate idiom for a given literal
sentence, extracts the span of the sentence to be replaced by the idiom, and generates the
idiomatic sentence by using a large pretrained language model to combine the retrieved idiom
and the remainder of the sentence. For idiomatic sentence paraphrasing, the definition of
the idiom in the given idiomatic sentence is first retrieved. Then the idiom in the sentence
is extracted and finally the literal counterpart is generated by a large pretrained language
model. Experiments on a novel dataset created for these tasks show that our model is able to
work effectively. Furthermore, automatic and human evaluations show that for these tasks,
the proposed model outperforms a series of competitive baseline models for text generation.
Being able to generate literal counterparts of high quality, our method for idiomatic
sentence paraphrase is also used for constructing a larger corpus with the help of MAGPIE
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Idiomatic expressions (IEs) make language natural. These expressions, more broadly called
a multiword expressions (MWEs) are (non-compositional) phrases whose meaning differs
from the literal meaning of their constituent words taken together [1]. Their use imparts
naturalness and fluency [2, 3, 4, 5], is prompted by pragmatic and topical functions in
discourse [6] and often conveys a nuance in expression (stylistic enhancement) using imagery
that is beyond what is available in the context [1]. Idiomatic expressions, including phrasal
verbs (e.g., carry out), idioms (e.g., pull one’s leg) are also an essential part of a native
speakers vocabulary and lexicon [7].
IEs constitute a ubiquitous part of daily language and social communication, primarily
used in conversation, fiction and news [8], frequently used by teachers when presenting their
lessons to students [9] and occur cross-lingually [1, 10]. Their non-compositionality is the
reason for their classical standing as “a pain in the neck” [11] and “hard going” [12] for NLP.
The Oxford English dictionary defines the phrasal verb (an IE) vote out as ‘To turn (a
person) out of office.’ Using Google translate1 to translate the topical slogan “vote them out!”
into eight of the world’s most spoken and relatively resource-rich languages yielded the results
shown in Figure 1.1. As native speakers will attest, other than in Spanish, all the translations
mean just the opposite, ”vote for them!” This, and other studies on computational processing
of idioms and metaphors in [13, 14, 15] reinforce the need for nuanced language processing—a
grand challenge for NLP systems.
Gaining a deeper understanding of IEs and their literal counterparts is an important step
toward this goal. In this study, we introduce two novel tasks related to paraphrasing between
literal and idiomatic expressions in unrestricted text: (1) Idiomatic sentence simplification
(ISS) to automatically paraphrase idiomatic expressions in text, and 2) Idiomatic sentence
generation (ISG) to replace a literal phrase in a sentence with a synonymous but more vivid
phrase (e.g., an idiom). ISS directly addresses the need for performing text simplification
in several application settings, including summarizers [16] and parsing [17]. Moreover, ISS
may actually be helpful when an idiomatic expression does not have an exact counterpart
in a target language. This is akin to the ‘translation by paraphrase’ strategy recommended
for human translation when the source language idiom is obscure and non-existent in the
target language [18]. On the other hand, ISG advances the area of text style transfer [19, 20]
bringing the as yet unexplored dimension of nuanced language to style transfer.
A second important component of this study is the introduction of a new curated dataset
1https://translate.google.com/. Accessed November 19, 2020
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Figure 1.1: State-of-the-art machine translations of “Vote them out!” into different languages
mean the opposite.
of parallel idiomatic and literal sentences, created for the purpose of advancing progress in
nuanced language processing and serving as a testbed for the proposed tasks. Recent literature
has explored several aspects of figurative and nonliteral language processing, including
detecting and interpreting metaphors [15, 21], disambiguating IEs for their figurative or
literal in a given context [17, 22, 23] and analyzing sarcasm [24, 25, 26], by using curated
datasets of sentences with linguistic processes in the wild. These datasets are ill-suited for
the proposed tasks because they consist of specific figurative constructions (metaphors) [27],
do not cover multiple IEs [28, 29], or are not parallel [22, 30] underscoring the need for a
new dataset.
The newly constructed dataset permits us to benchmark the performance of several state-
of-the-art neural network architectures (seq2seq and pretrained+fine-tuned models, with and
without copy-enrichment) that have demonstrated competitive performance in the related
tasks of simplification, and style transfer. Using automatic and manual evaluations of the
outputs for the two tasks, we find that the existing models are inadequate for the proposed
tasks. The sequence-to-sequence models clearly suffer from data sparsity, the added copy
mechanism helps preserve the context that is not replaced, and despite their prior knowledge
of the pretrained models, they are still limited in their ability to paraphrase and generate.
This leads us to discussing novel insights, applications and future directions for related
research.
The non-literal and stylized meaning of multi-word expressions (MWE) in general and
idioms in particular, pose two broad kinds of challenges. First, they affect readability
in target populations. For instance, despite their intact structural language competence,
individuals with Asperger syndrome and more broadly those with autism spectrum disorder
are known to experience significant challenges understanding figurative language (idioms)
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in their native language [31]. It is also widely acknowledged that idiomatic expressions
are some of the hardest aspects of language acquisition and processing for second language
learners [32, 33, 34]. Second, natural language processing systems are known to be negatively
impacted by idioms that are naturally part of text. This has been demonstrated in [13, 14, 15]
that highlighted how idioms and metaphors affect machine translation leading to awkward or
incorrect translations from English to other languages.
As native speakers can attest, the translated expressions with literal translations of the
words of the idioms demonstrate the lack of ability of today’s machine translation to handle
idioms that are commonplace in language. Other studies have documented the need for text
simplification of idioms in several applications including summarizers [16], parsing [17].One
way of mitigating these challenges is to create idiom-aware applications that automatically
paraphrase idioms in text as literal expressions and enable its subsequent processing by
humans2 and NLP systems, broadly aligned with the human-oriented and the machine-
oriented controlled language rule sets proposed by O’Brien [37]. This motivates the first task
of replacing an idiom with its literal paraphrase or paraphrasing idiomatic expressions.
Text style transfer is a recent task that has received much attention with regard to
sentiment manipulation and writing styles [19, 20]. Automatically replacing a common phrase
with a related but more vivid phrase (e.g., an idiom) to serve as a rhetorical device that
draws attention through its novel phrasing and lively imagery naturally extends this research
direction. This is the second task that we propose—to automatically transform a literal
expression into an idiomatic one.
Recent literature has explored several aspects of figurative and nonliteral language pro-
cessing. These have primarily concerned with detecting and interpreting metaphors [15, 21],
disambiguating figurative meaning from literal meaning in context [17, 22, 23] and identifying
and analyzing sarcasm [24, 25, 26]. Given the recent advances in paraphrasing, text simpli-
fication, text generation and style transfer, our goal is to draw the community’s attention
to the related but largely under-explored problems of processing idiomatic expressions. In
order to spur research in the proposed tasks, this study summarizes our efforts of creating a
large dataset of 823 commonly encountered idioms, their definitions and sentences where the
idioms have been used, while also including corresponding sentences with the idioms replaced
by literal phrases.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
2The Plain Language Action and Information Network (PLAIN) and the European Guidelines for the
Production of Easy-to-Read Information for people with Learning Disability, Make it Simple [35] call for
making access to information more equitable by making text more accessible to people with learning disabilities
and those with reduced language competence [36].
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1. We propose two new tasks related to idiomatic expressions—idiomatic sentence simpli-
fication and idiomatic sentence generation;
2. We introduce a curated dataset of 823 idiomatic expressions, replete with sentences
containing these IEs in the wild and the same sentences where the IEs were replaced
by their literal paraphrases.
3. We use the combination of the new dataset and the proposed tasks as a lens through
which we gain novel insights about the capabilities of deep learning models for processing
nuanced language generation and paraphrasing.
4. We use our method on the MAGPIE dataset to construct a larger dataset with parallel
idiomatic sentences and corresponding literal sentences. This enlarged corpus is then
used to improve the performance of different models on idiomatic sentence generation.
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CHAPTER 2: TASK DEFINITION
We propose two new tasks: idiomatic sentence generation transforms a literal sentence
into a sentence involving idioms. Used frequently in everyday language, idioms are known to
add color to expressions and improve the fluency of communication. The idiomatic rewriting
improves the quality of text generation in that it could enhance the textual diversity and
convey abstract and complicated ideas in a succinct manner. For example, the idiomatic
sentence BP cut corners and violated safety requirements. conveys the same idea as its literal
counterpart BP saved time, money and energy and violated safety requirements, but in a
more vivid and succinct manner.
The second task is idiomatic sentence paraphrasing, simplifying sentences with idioms
into literal expressions. As an example, the sentence–It is certainly not a sensible move to
cut corners with national security– has the idiom cut corners replaced the literal counterpart
save money. By paraphrasing the idioms from which machine translation often suffers, our
task of idiomatic sentence paraphrasing can also benefit machine translation.
In this work, we distinguish our task of idiomatic sentence generation from idiom generation.
While the latter task creates new idioms with novel word combinations, our study is to use
existing idioms in a sentence and preserve the semantic meaning.
The task of idiomatic sentence paraphrasing is closely related to text simplification that has
mostly been studied as related tasks of lexical paraphrasing and syntactic paraphrasing [38].
A significant departure of this task from that of these related tasks that centrally address
style is that (i) we aim for local synonymous paraphrasing by transforming not the entire
sentence but a phrase in the sentence, (ii) the transformation is not related to syntactic
structures, but related to the complexity in meaning1. We propose doing joint monolingual
translation with simplification and is similar in spirit to [39].
There are many technical challenges to performing these tasks. The task of idiomatic
sentence paraphrasing involves first identifying that an expression is an idiom and not a literal
expression (e.g. black sheep) [23, 29, 40]. Once identified, the IE may have multiple senses
(e.g. tick off ) and its appropriate sense will need to be identified before paraphrasing it.
Third, an appropriate literal phrase will have to be generated to replace the IE. Finally, the
literal phrase will have to be fit in the surrounding sentential context for a fluent construction.
For idiomatic sentence generation, the context of the literal phrase could permit more than
one candidate idiom (e.g. keep quiet). In this study, we assume that we have an idiomatic
sentence and leave it to future work to explore the task in conjunction with this step.
1The consideration of whether idioms are semantic- or pragmatic- or discourse-level phenomena is
important, but beyond the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
The theme of this study is naturally connected to three streams of text generation tasks—
paraphrasing, style transfer and metaphoric expression generation. We will discuss these
tasks and also the datasets used in these tasks to study their similarities and differences to
our dataset and tasks.
3.1 PARAPHRASE
The aim of paraphrasing is to rewrite a given sentence while preserving its original meaning.
Being widely studied in the recent research, many datasets have been constructed to facilitate
the task. PPDB [41], MRPC 1, Twitter URL Corpus [42], Quora 2 and ParaNMT-50M [43]
have been the most commonly used datasets. The most commonly used Seq2Seq models have
been successfully applied to paraphrasing [44, 45, 46, 47]. Besides the end-to-end models, a
template-based pipeline model was proposed to divide paraphrase generation into template
extraction, template transforming and template filling [48]. However, unlike paraphrasing a
sentence or a literal-to-literal paraphrasing task, our proposed tasks are more constrained
given the existence of idiomatic expressions. This renders the datasets used for the task of
paraphrasing and the associated paraphrasing models inadequate for our task. Our dataset is
created to fill this need to advance a fundamental understanding of idiomatic text generation
and paraphrasing. Therefore, research into our tasks and dataset can also be used for
paraphrasing when only part of the sentence need to be paraphrased.
3.2 STYLE TRANSFER
The task of style transfer can be defined as rewriting sentences into those with a target style.
Recent research has primarily focused sentiment manipulation and changes in writing styles
[19, 20]. Our proposed tasks are different from the nature of style transfer studies in recent
works because (i) our tasks retain a large portion of the input sentences while style transfer
may need to completely change the input sentences, and (ii) our tasks explore the nuance
component of style, an aspect heretofore unexplored. To test different models’ performance
on style transfer, several non-parallel corpora have been used (Yelp [49], Grammarly’s Yahoo







Sent Len Sent Len
(original) (target)
PIE (ours) Ours 3,524/823/823 823 18.5 19.0
Para-NMT Paraphrase 5,370,128 - 11.43 10.56
WikiLarge Text Simplification 296,402/992/359 - 24.1 15.51
Metaphor Metaphor Generation 171 - 7.30 7.37
Table 3.1: Comparison of our dataset with other related datasets. Training, validation and
testing size splits are provided when applicable. Data in all these datasets is a combination
of collection from the wild and manual generation. In our corpus, original sentences are
idiomatic sentences and target sentences are literal sentences.
dataset [52]). Despite their size, they lack the focus on IEs and are all non-parallel. This
has led to the the study of unsupervised methods for style transfer, including cross-aligned
auto-encoder [53], VAE [53], Generative Adversarial Network [54], reinforcement learning
for constraints in style transfer [20, 55] and pipeline models [56, 57]. Owing to the essential
departure of our tasks from those of previously studied style transfer tasks, and the limitation
of non-parallel corpus, we create our own parallel dataset which focuses on IEs.
3.3 METAPHORIC EXPRESSION GENERATION
Prior work on automated metaphor processing has primarily focused on their identification,
interpretation and also generation. [15, 21, 58]. Also, data for this task is extremely sparse:
there are not any large scale parallel corpora containing literal and metaphoric paraphrases
which aims for metaphor generation. The most useful one is that of [59]. However, their
dataset has a small number (171) of metaphoric sentences extracted from WordNet. Early
works on metaphor generation mainly focus on phrase level metaphor and template-based
generation [60, 61]. Recent works also explore the power of neural networks [62, 63, 64].
However, most of the research on metaphor generation suffer from the lack of parallel corpora.
Our proposed tasks share some similarities with metaphor generation but also have
differences. Instead of focusing on paraphrase of single word like most metaphor generation
work, our tasks often require a mapping between two multi-word expressions, which makes
our tasks more challenging.
3.4 TEXT SIMPLIFICATION
Text simplification aims to rewrite input sentences into lexically and/or syntactically
simplified forms. The Simple Wikipedia Corpus [65] and more recently, the Newsela dataset
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[38] and the WikiLarge dataset [66] dominate the research area. The use of different machine
learning models have also been explored for this task, including statistical machine translation
model [67], the Seq2Seq architecture [68] and the Transformer architecture [69].
Departing from previous attempts at lexical or syntactic simplification, our proposed task
of idiomatic sentence paraphrasing aims to simplify the nuance of non-compositional and
figurative expressions thereby permitting a more literal understanding of the sentence.
We summarize the datasets of the related tasks in Table 3.1.
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CHAPTER 4: DATASET CONSTRUCTION
We describe the details of the data collection, data annotation, corpus analyses and
comparisons with other existing corpora.
4.1 DATA COLLECTION
The Parallel Idiomatic Expression Corpus (PIE), consists of idiomatic expressions (IEs),
their definitions, sentences containing the IEs and corresponding sentences where the IEs are
replaced with their literal paraphrases. One instance of the dataset is shown in Figure 4.1.
We collected a list of 1042 popular IEs and their meanings from a public educational
website 1 that has a broad coverage of frequently used IEs including phrasal verbs, idioms
and proverbs. For a broad coverage of IEs we did not limit them to a specific syntactic
category. Some IEs such as “tick off” (Figure 4.1) have multiple senses. We labeled the sense
of IEs in given sentences according to the sense information from reliable sources including
the Oxford English Dictionary2, the Webster Dictionary 3 and the Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English4. IEs that were not available in any of the popular dictionaries were
excluded from dataset as were proverbs that are independent clauses (e.g., the pen is mightier
than the sword). To guarantee each sense is well represented, we collected at least 5 sentences
for each sense of an IE from online source.
The data collection step yielded the corpus with a total of 823 IEs and 5170 sentence-pairs
using these IEs (an average of 6.3 sentence-pairs per idiom). We also note that every instance
(idiomatic-literal pair) is only one sentence long. The corpus statistics are summarized in
Table 8.1.
4.2 DATA ANNOTATION
In order to create the parallel dataset of idiomatic and literal sentences for the proposed
tasks, we rewrite each idiomatic sentence into its literal form, where the IE was replaced
by a literal phrase. As part of this manual paraphrasing, we paraphrase only the IE so as
not to alter its meaning in the context of the sentence, preserving the phrases syntactic






Figure 4.1: An example from our dataset. Idioms are highlighted in blue, and their literal
paraphrases are in red.
Statistics # of instances Avg. # of words
Idioms 823 3.2
Sense 862 7.9
Idiomatic sent 5170 19.0
Literal sent 5170 18.5
Table 4.1: Statistics of our parallel corpus.
unchanged. Original sense definition can be freely used when rewriting or use paraphrases of
sense definition. After the first annotation pass, we checked the literal sentences generated
and corrected any errors.
To specify the span of the IE in each idiomatic sentence and that of the literal paraphrase
in the corresponding literal sentence, BIO labels were used; B marks the beginning of the
idiom expressions (resp. the literal paraphrases), I the other words in the IE (resp. words in
the literal paraphrases) and O all the other words in the sentences. This labeling was done
automatically considering that the only difference between a given idiomatic sentence and
its literal sentence is the replacement of idiom with literal phrase. An example of the BIO
labeled sentence pair is shown in Figure 4.1.
4.3 CORPUS ANALYSES
We summarize the statistics of our PIE dataset in Table 8.1 and compare it with existing
datasets in Table 3.1. We notice that the parallel sentences in our dataset are comparable in
terms of sentence length, while simple sentences are much shorter in the text simplification
dataset. This suggests that the tasks we propose may not result in significantly shorter








uni-grams 13.86 46.34 36.2 16.88
bi-grams 23.60 71.24 52.56 36.59
tri-grams 30.19 82.26 58.75 59.61
4-grams 36.51 86.46 62.79 74.41
Table 4.2: The percentage of n-grams in source sentences which do not appear in the target
sentences. In our case, it is the percentage of n-grams in literal sentences which do not appear
in the idiomatic sentences.
# senses # of idioms # pairs Avg. # of words
1 788 4788 3.2
2 31 322 2.6
3 4 60 2.0
Table 4.3: Statistics of sense distribution. An idiom has an average of 1.05 senses.
text simplification. Moreover, the sentences in our dataset are longer on an average compared
to the sentences in existing datasets (with the exception of text simplification data). This
can pose challenges to the text generation model performing the tasks proposed in this study.
We also report the percentage of n-grams in the literal sentences which do not appear
in the idiomatic sentences as a measure of the difference between the idiomatic and literal
sentences. As shown in Table 4.2, there is smaller variation between the source sentences
and the target sentences in our dataset. This is again due to the nature of our task, which
calls for a local paraphrasing (rewriting only a part of the sentence).
We note that IEs may be naturally ambiguous due to the existence of both figurative and
literal senses, as also pointed out in previous works.A small portion of IEs in our dataset
have multiple senses, and one example is “tick off ” in Figure 4.1. Table 4.3 presents the
distribution of the senses in the IEs in our dataset, and the average number of senses is 1.05,
suggesting that the majority IEs in our dataset are monosemous.
4.4 DATASET QUALITY
Noting that the idiomatic to literal sentences were manually created, the quality of
our dataset may be called into question. We point out that in an effort to quickly use
sentences of good quality and in line with existing datasets for related tasks with idiomatic
expressions [29, 30] we collected idiomatic expressions in the wild. However, as acknowledged
by previous dataset creation efforts, not all IEs occur equally frequently, which can result in
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a representation bias. In addition, finding true paraphrases of IEs in the wild is hard. In
light of these practical data-related concerns, we resorted to a manual paraphrasing of the
IEs as a trade-off between naturalness and representation. This idea of using non-natural
instances is also influenced by successful recent approaches to training data collection and
data augmentation using synthetic methods reported in severely resource-constrained domains
such as machine translation [70] and clinical language processing [71].
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CHAPTER 5: MODEL
5.1 IDIOMATIC SENTENCE GENERATION
The task of idiomatic sentence generation is to rephrase a given literal sentence into its
idiomatic counterpart by using an IE to replace a literal phrase while preserving the original
meaning of the sentence. This task can be regarded as paraphrasing only a portion of the
original sentence because we retain the remaining portion intact. We use ideas about native
speakers accessing a mental lexicon of formulaic expressions, including IEs [7, 72, 73, 74]
to propose a generation model built upon a pipeline of three modules that perform idiom
retrieval, span extraction and idiomatic sentence generation.
An illustration of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 5.2. The input literal sentence is “The
visitors headed for shelter when it started to rain .” The idiom retrieval module, using
the available idioms and their definitions, retrieves an idiom that fits in this sentence well,
which for this example is “run for cover”. This idiom will then be used in our generated
text. Following this, the span extraction module decides the span of the literal sentence to
be replaced with the selected idiom. The selected span is “headed for shelter”, a semantic
equivalent of the idiom “run for cover”. Lastly, the generation module generates the idiomatic
sentence based on the retrieved idiom and the input sentence marked with the selected span.
Fig. 5.2 shows the generated sentence “The visitor ran for cover when it started to rain .”,
where the selected span is replaced with the retrieved idiom. We will next elaborate upon
each module.
5.1.1 Idiom Retrieval
We use the lexicon with idioms and their definitions created as part of the dataset described
in Chapter 4. The module for idiom retrieval searches an idiom that best fits the given literal
sentence. It is built upon a pretrained RoBERTa model [75] and a feed-forward classifier.
The RoBERTa model takes as input a sequence of tokens, and generates a contextualized
representation for each token as well as the whole sequence. The classifier takes the learned
representation and predicts whether an idiom fits in well with the given sentence.
Suppose that we have an input literal sentence s, and an idiom i. The retrieval module
prepares a token sequence by concatenating a special token “[CLS]”, the input literal sentence,
the idiom and its definition. The token “[CLS]” is added to the beginning of the sequence in
order to comply with the input format of RoBERTa. This sequence is fed to RoBERTa, and
13
Figure 5.1: The workflow of the pipeline model for idiomatic sentence generation.
we derive the sequence embedding hsret(i) from the learned representation of each token in
the sequence by adding them together.
The feed-forward classifier takes the sequence embedding and outputs a retrieval score
rsret(i) to measure how well the idiom i matches sentence s.
rsret(i) = Wreth
s
ret(i) + bret, (5.1)
where the weight matrix Wret and the bias vector bret are parameters of the classifier.
Training. An input instance to the retrieval module was a sentence-idiom pair. An
instance was considered as a positive instance and labeled as “1”, if the idiom was used to
rewrite the literal sentence in the parallel dataset. For each positive instance, we also created
negative instances with the same literal sentence by randomly sampling 100 idioms that
did not fit with the sentence. These negative instances were labeled as “0”. The retrieval
module was trained with the cross-entropy loss to classify the label of a sentence-idiom pair.
Parameters were tuned for both RoBERTa and the classifier in the retrieval module.
Test. Given a literal sentence s during testing, we created an input instance for every
14
idiom i in the dictionary. The retrieval module scores each pair (s, i). The idiom i∗ with the




After selecting the idiom for a given sentence s, we need to decide which phrase of the
input literal sentence should be replaced by this idiom. The span extraction module extracts
the span of the words of the phrase from the input sentence. We use the ground truth BIO
labels marking the span of the phrase in the input sentence (refer to the Dataset section)
and cast the span extraction task as a sequence labeling problem.
Our span extractor consists of a RoBERTa model and a classifier based on Conditional
Random Field [76]. The RoBERTa model learns the contextualized representations, which
are used by the CRF classifier to label each token in the literal sentence with the B, I, O
labels.
Since the span to be replaced in the literal sentence is semantically similar to the definition
of the idiom , we again prepare the input sequence of the span extraction module by
concatenating the literal sentence and definition of the idiom. Suppose that the embedding
of token j in sentence s learned by the RoBERTa model is hsext(j). A CRF classifier jointly
predicts the likelihood psext(j) over the label set {B, I, O} for each token j in the sentence s.
Suppose that sentence s has n tokens.




ext(1), . . . ,h
s
ext(n)), (5.2)
where CRF(·) is the CRF-based sequence classifier.
Training. Both RoBERTa and the CRF classifier in the span extractor are trained using
a weighted cross-entropy loss. The weighted loss is adopted to mitigate the imbalanced
distribution of labels, since the number of label “O” is much larger than that of other labels.
The weight is set as 0.48 for the labels ”B” and ”I” and 0.04 for the others.
Test. The span extractor outputs labels with the highest likelihood for all tokens in the
literal sentence. The tokens with the labels “B” or “I” correspond to the span we want to
replace.
5.1.3 Idiomatic Sentence Generation
In the generating stage, we combined the results from the retrieval and deletion stages and
use a fine-tuned BART model to generate final output— the idiomatic sentences for the task
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of idiomatic sentence generation. All the hyper-parameters for the RoBERTa model and the
BART model were set to their default values.
5.2 IDIOMATIC SENTENCE PARAPHRASING
Similar to the task of idiomatic sentence generation, the task of idiomatic sentence
paraphrasing is to rephrase a given idiomatic sentence into its literal counterpart by using
literal phrases to replace the IE while preserving the original meaning of the sentence. This
task can be regarded as paraphrasing only a portion of the original sentence because we
retain the remaining portion intact. We still use ideas about native speakers accessing a
mental lexicon of formulaic expressions, including IEs [7, 72, 73, 74] to propose a generation
model built upon a pipeline of three modules that perform idiom retrieval, span extraction
and idiomatic sentence paraphrasing.
An illustration of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 5.2. The input idiomatic sentence is “The
visitors ran for cover when it started to rain .” The idiom retrieval module, using the available
idioms, retrieves the definition, which for this example is “to seek shelter”. This definition
will then be used in our generated text. Following this, the span extraction module decides
the span of the idiom in the idiomatic sentence to be replaced with the selected definition.
The selected span is “ran for cover”, a semantic equivalent of the phrase “headed for shelter”.
Lastly, the generation module generates the literal sentence based on the retrieved definition
and the input sentence without the selected span. Fig. 5.2 shows the generated sentence
“The visitor headed for shelter when it started to rain .”, where the selected span is replaced
with the literal phrase. We will next elaborate upon each module.
5.2.1 Idiom Retrieval
We use the lexicon with idioms and their definitions created as part of the dataset described
in Chapter 4. The module for idiom retrieval searches the definition of the idiom in the
idiomatic sentence. It is built upon a pretrained RoBERTa model [75] and a feed-forward
classifier. The RoBERTa model takes as input a sequence of tokens, and generates a
contextualized representation for each token as well as the whole sequence. The classifier
takes the learned representation and predicts whether the definition fits in well with the
given sentence.
Suppose that we have an input idiomatic sentence s, and an idiom i. The retrieval module
prepares a token sequence by concatenating a special token “[CLS]”, the input idiomatic
sentence and the idiom. The token “[CLS]” is added to the beginning of the sequence in
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Figure 5.2: The workflow of the pipeline model for idiomatic sentence generation.
order to comply with the input format of RoBERTa. This sequence is fed to RoBERTa, and
we derive the sequence embedding hsret(i) from the learned representation of each token in
the sequence by adding them together.
The feed-forward classifier takes the sequence embedding and outputs a retrieval score
rsret(i) to measure how well the idiom i matches sentence s.
rsret(i) = Wreth
s
ret(i) + bret, (5.3)
where the weight matrix Wret and the bias vector bret are parameters of the classifier. Finally,
the definition is retrieved with the help of a dictionary.
Training. An input instance to the retrieval module was a sentence-idiom pair. An
instance was considered as a positive instance and labeled as “1”, if the idiom was in the
idiomatic sentence in the parallel dataset. For each positive instance, we also created negative
instances with the same idiomatic sentence by randomly sampling 100 idioms that are not in
the sentence. These negative instances were labeled as “0”. The retrieval module was trained
with the cross-entropy loss to classify the label of a sentence-idiom pair. Parameters were
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tuned for both RoBERTa and the classifier in the retrieval module.
Test. Given an idiomatic sentence s during testing, we created an input instance for every
idiom i in the dictionary. The retrieval module scores each pair (s, i). The idiom i∗ with the
highest score is then selected for the idiomatic sentence, i.e., i∗ = argmax
i
rsret(i). Finally, the
definition is retrieved with the help of a dictionary.
5.2.2 Span Extraction
After selecting the definition for a given sentence s, we need to decide which idiom of the
input idiomatic sentence should be replaced. The span extraction module extracts the span
of the words of the idiom from the input sentence. We use the ground truth BIO labels
marking the span of the idiom in the input sentence (refer to the Dataset section) and cast
the span extraction task as a sequence labeling problem.
Our span extractor consists of a RoBERTa model and a classifier based on Conditional
Random Field [76]. The RoBERTa model learns the contextualized representations, which
are used by the CRF classifier to label each token in the idiomatic sentence with the B, I, O
labels.
We prepare the input sequence of the span extraction module by concatenating the idiomatic
sentence and the idiom. Suppose that the embedding of token j in sentence s learned by the
RoBERTa model is hsext(j). A CRF classifier jointly predicts the likelihood p
s
ext(j) over the
label set {B, I, O} for each token j in the sentence s. Suppose that sentence s has n tokens.




ext(1), . . . ,h
s
ext(n)), (5.4)
where CRF(·) is the CRF-based sequence classifier.
Training. Both RoBERTa and the CRF classifier in the span extractor are trained using
a weighted cross-entropy loss. The weighted loss is adopted to mitigate the imbalanced
distribution of labels, since the number of label “O” is much larger than that of other labels.
The weight is set as 0.48 for the labels ”B” and ”I” and 0.04 for the others.
Test. The span extractor outputs labels with the highest likelihood for all tokens in the
sentence. The tokens with the labels “B” or “I” correspond to the span to be replaced.
5.2.3 Idiomatic Sentence Paraphrasing
In the generating stage, we combined the results from the retrieval and deletion stages and
use a fine-tuned BART model to generate final output— the literal sentences for the task of
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idiomatic sentence paraphrasing. All the hyper-parameters for the RoBERTa model and the




Considering that our tasks of idiomatic sentence generation and paraphrasing have never
been studied before and the fact that they are both text generation tasks, we first choose
some basic end-to-end models which have shown state-of-the-art performance on other related
text generation tasks. Accordingly, we used the following baselines alluded to as the models
that translate.:
• Seq2Seq Model: an encoder-decoder model built on Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM), which is used in neural machine translation [77].
• Transformer: a deep neural network with self-attention mechanism [78].
Based on the observation that the idiomatic sentences and literal sentences share much of
the context, which remains unchanged during generation, we also use the following models
that copy:
• Seq2Seq Model with Copy Mechanism: an LSTM-based Seq2Seq model which is
able to copy directly from inputs [19].
• Transformer with Copy Mechanism: a Transformer-based Seq2Seq model which
is able to copy directly from inputs [79] 1.
Moreover, considering the similarity between our tasks and paraphrasing, we also choose the
pretrained BART [80], used for text simplification and paraphrasing, which was fine-tuned
on our training instances.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Baseline Models: For the models that translate and the models that copy, the dimension
of the hidden state vectors was set to 256 and the dimension of the word embeddings to
256. The batch size and base learning rates were set to 32 and 1e− 3. These baselines were
trained with the parallel sentence pairs as appropriate, i.e., take literal sentences as input
and generate the corresponding idiomatic sentences or vice versa. For the pretrained BART
model, all the hyper-parameters are set to default.
1https://github.com/lipiji/TranSummar
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Pipeline Model: Novel instances of idiomatic sentences cannot be generated without
previously encountering the IE. Considering this, we set up the pipeline model with the
retrieval stage to retrieve an IE for a given literal sentence (resp. the correct idiom given
an idiomatic sentence). A RoBERTa model for sentence classification was fine-tuned on our
training data. The concatenation of input sentence and correct idiom or sense is labeled by 1
and concatenation of input sentence and irrelevant idioms or senses is labeled by 0. Given
all the concatenations of the input sentence and the idioms in our dataset, this stage aims
to classify the correct one. In the deletion stage, we deleted the literal phrase that should
have been replaced by the retrieved idioms (resp. deleted the IE in the given idiomatic
sentence). Again, a RoBERTa model for sequence classification was fine-tuned on our training
data with BIO labels. This stage aims to assign one of the BIO labels for each token in
the input sentence and delete the tokens with labels of B and I. In the generating stage,
we combined the results from the retrieval and deletion stages and use a fine-tuned BART
model to generate final output— the literal sentences for the task of idiomatic sentence
paraphrasing and idiomatic sentences for the task of idiomatic sentence generation. All the
hyper-parameters for the RoBERTa model and the BART model were set to default.
6.3 EVALUATION
For automatic evaluation, Rouge [81], BLEU [82], METEOR [83] and SARI [84] are used
to compare the similarity between the generated sentences and the references. These metrics
has been widely used in various text generation tasks such as paraphrasing, style transfer
and text simplification. To measure linguistic quality, we use a pre-trained language model
BERT to calculate perplexity scores and a recently proposed measure, GRUEN [85].
Considering that automatic evaluation cannot fully analyze the results, we use human
evaluation as a complement to the automatic evaluation metrics. For each task, We ran-
domly sampled 100 input sentences and the corresponding outputs of all baselines. Human
annotations were collected with respect to context, style and fluency of generated sentences
based on the following criteria.
(1) Context preservation measures how well the context surrounding the idiomatic/literal
phrase is preserved in the output.
(2) Target inclusion checks whether the correct IE or literal phrase is used in the output.
(3) Fluency evaluates the fluency and readability of the output sentence including how
appropriately the verb tense, noun and pronoun forms are used. (4) Overall meaning
evaluates the overall quality of the output sentence.
For each output sentence, two annotators with native-speaker-level English proficiency
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were asked to rate it on a scale from 1 to 6 in terms of the context preservation, fluency and
overall meaning. Higher scores indicate better quality. As for the target inclusion, they were
asked to rate it on a scale from 1 to 3. Score 1 denotes that the target phrase is not included
in the input at all, 2 denotes partial inclusion, and 3 is for the complete inclusion. We report
the average score over all samples for each baseline in each aspect.
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS
Results. We report the automatic and human evaluation results in Table 7.2 and 7.1. More
detailed results with all the metrics considered are in the appendix. On both tasks, going by
the automatic metrics, copy-enriched transformer, pretrained BART model and the pipeline
model perform better than other baselines. Pretrained BART achieved the best performance
in BLEU and GRUEN, and the pipeline model does best in SARI. As for human evaluation,
BART and the pipeline again achieve the best performance among the baselines. While
BART is the best in preserving contexts and achieving fluency, the pipeline is the best in
idiom paraphrasing and generation.
Model competence. BART and the pipeline model outperform other baselines in that they
leverage auxiliary information (large pretraining corpora and selective idiomatic expression
information, respectively) which is not available to the other models. The benefit of the
copy mechanism by explicitly retaining the contexts as required by our tasks, is shown in
the corresponding gains in automatic and manual evaluation scores for both Seq2Seq and
transformer models.
When it comes to the comparison between BART and the pipeline, BART does better
in retaining the contexts surrounding idiomatic expressions given its high context score in
human evaluation while the pipeline is better at handling the idiomatic part, i.e., target
inclusion. Despite the reported superior performance of BART in related text generation
tasks [80], our experiments show that BART has limited capability in idiom paraphrasing
and generation. The pipeline method, by virtue of error propagation from its retrieval and
deletion modules suffers in terms of both the context preservation and fluency. For task
of idiomatic sentence generation, the accuracy for retrieval module is 0.27 and F1 score
for deletion module is 0.68. For task of idiomatic sentence paraphrasing, the accuracy for
retrieval module is 0.96 and F1 score for deletion module is 0.85.
Comparison between two tasks. According to human evaluation results in Table 7.1,
both BART and the pipeline received higher scores for idiomatic sentence paraphrasing than
idiomatic sentence generation, suggesting that paraphrasing is relatively easier among the two
tasks. This resonates with our intuitions as language users in that given a lexical resource,
paraphrasing an IE is easier than finding the right IE to replace a phrase.
Limitation of automatic metrics. Table 7.3 presents the correlation between automatic
metrics and human judgements. All the correlation scores between automatic metrics and
human evaluate scores are not high enough. For BLEU and SARI which mainly measure
overlapping tokens, some synonymous idioms or literal phrases are ignored while they are still
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Model
Context Target Fluency Overall
s2i i2s s2i i2s s2i i2s s2i i2s
Seq2Seq 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.7 1.7
Seq2Seq with copy 3.8 3.8 1.6 1.7 2.1 3.4 3.5 3.6
Transformer 4.2 4.3 1.3 1.2 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3
Transformer with copy 5.4 5.3 1.2 1.6 4.6 4.6 3.9 4.2
Pretrained BART 5.9 5.9 1.5 2.1 5.9 5.9 4.4 5.0
Pipeline 5.6 5.8 1.7 2.2 5.1 5.3 4.5 5.1
Table 7.1: Human evaluation results for the two tasks.
Model
BLEU SARI GRUEN
s2i i2s s2i i2s s2i i2s
Seq2Seq 25.16 42.96 24.13 33.89 32.25 33.45
Seq2Seq with copy 38.02 47.58 43.02 49.69 27.79 32.84
Transformer 45.58 46.65 36.67 38.62 44.05 44.06
Transformer with copy 59.56 57.91 39.93 45.10 59.27 52.25
Pretrained BART 79.32 78.53 62.30 61.82 77.49 78.03
Pipeline 65.56 70.03 67.64 62.45 67.27 74.16
Table 7.2: Automatic evaluation results for the task of idiomatic sentence generation (s2i)
and idiomatic sentence paraphrasing (i2s).
appropriate. For GRUEN metric aiming to measure text quality, its correlation scores with
fluency and overall meaning are quite low. Therefore, more reliable automatic evaluation
methods are needed.
Error analysis. For task of idiomatic sentence generation, the primary challenge is in
identifying the appropriate IE, which is the hardest when the IE is highly non-compositional
(e.g., bird of passage in Table 7.6). The examples are presented in Table 7.6. For the task of
idiomatic sentence paraphrasing, one challenge is the difficulty of choosing the correct sense
of the idiom. As is shown in Table 7.7, all the baseline models were unable to generate the
correct literal phrases for “alpha and omega”, which have two senses: the beginning and the
end; the principal element. Also, we noticed that strong baseline models of pretrained BART
and the pipeline model tend to use a short but inaccurate literal phrase when the correct one
Corr
Context Target Fluency Overall
s2i i2s s2i i2s s2i i2s s2i i2s
BLEU 0.27 0.17 0.56 0.28 0.09 0.02 0.64 0.29
SARI 0.21 0.17 0.61 0.40 -0.02 -0.01 0.61 0.39
GRUEN -0.18 -0.07 -0.11 0.12 0.23 0.15 -0.18 0.11
Table 7.3: Instance-level Spearman’s correlations between human and automatic evaluation
for pretrained BART.
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Model BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L METEOR SARI GRUEN Perplexity
Seq2Seq 25.16 48.26 22.90 47.21 41.46 24.13 32.25 4.24
Seq2Seq with copy 38.02 66.11 40.37 74.04 68.21 43.02 27.79 24.43
Transformer 45.58 60.22 42.82 60.59 68.68 36.67 44.05 4.00
Transformer with copy 59.56 68.34 55.72 69.38 79.53 39.93 59.27 4.12
Pretrained BART 79.32 83.95 77.16 84.20 83.41 62.30 77.49 3.88
Pipeline 65.56 74.44 62.96 74.56 78.02 67.64 67.27 3.4
Table 7.4: Performance comparison of baselines for idiomatic sentence generation
Model BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L METEOR SARI GRUEN Perplexity
Seq2Seq 42.96 62.43 40.46 62.54 59.36 33.89 33.45 9.54
Seq2Seq with copy 47.58 71.67 50.20 76.77 77.23 49.69 32.84 21.85
Transformer 46.65 60.90 43.34 61.39 69.82 38.62 44.06 10.59
Transformer with copy 57.91 68.44 54.97 69.59 79.17 45.10 52.25 4.61
Pretrained BART 78.53 84.64 77.21 84.95 85.36 61.82 78.03 5.35
Pipeline 70.03 78.50 68.39 78.90 83.65 62.45 74.16 4.25
Table 7.5: Performance comparison of baselines for idiomatic sentence paraphrasing
is long. Paraphrasing of “the bird of passage” in Table 7.7 is an example.
Applications: Research in the proposed tasks has many potential practical applications.
1) An idiomatic sentence paraphrasing tool would be of importance in several language
processing settings encountered by by humans and machines. The non-literal and stylized
meaning of multi-word expressions (MWE) in general and idioms in particular, pose two
broad kinds of challenges. First, they affect readability in target populations. For instance,
despite their intact structural language competence, individuals with Asperger syndrome
and more broadly those with autism spectrum disorder are known to experience significant
challenges understanding figurative language (idioms) in their native language [31]. It is
also widely acknowledged that idiomatic expressions are some of the hardest aspects of
language acquisition and processing for second language learners [32, 33, 34]. Moreover,
natural language processing systems are known to be negatively impacted by idioms in text
([13, 14, 15] shown the negative impact of idioms and metaphors on machine translation
leading to awkward or incorrect translations from English to other languages). Fruitful results
of this task can lead to a system capable of recognizing and interpreting IEs in unrestricted
text in a central component of any real-world NLP application (e.g., information retrieval,
machine translation, question answering, information extraction, and opinion mining).2) A
realistic application of the idiomatic sentence generation task would be for computer-aided
style checking, where a post-processing tool could suggest a list of idioms to replace a literal
phrase in a sentence. 3) True integration with an external NLP application would require
combining the first step of IE identification followed by paraphrasing as done in [15], which





Joe , being one who is here today and gone tomorrow , stayed the night , had some rest and
ate some food and left early the next morning .
Reference
Joe , being the bird of passage he is , stayed the night , had some rest and ate some food
and left early the next morning .
Seq2Seq
First , being one , and putting the project going to be joined the ones , had some ice row
and creating some people and creating some expensive of both the time .
Transformer
joe , being one who is here today and gone tomorrow , kept the night , had some rest and
punched some food a great early .
Seq2Seq with copy joe , being the bird of he he , , , , , , , some some some some and and and and the .
Transformer with copy
joe , being one who is here today and gone tomorrow , stayed the night , had a rest and ate
food left the next early .
Pretrained BART
Joe, being one who is here today and gone tomorrow, stayed the night, had some rest and
ate some food and left early the next morning.
Pipeline
cool heels joe, being one who is here today and gone tomorrow, stayed the night, and ate
some food and left early the next morning.
Attribute multiple meaning
Literal sentence My life starts from you and ends at you , so you are my first and my last .
Reference My life starts from you and ends at you , so you are my alpha and omega .
Seq2Seq My friend from you and offensive , and yet you are my dream and my loved .
Transformer my life starts from you and anything at you , so you are my first sight and my last .
Seq2Seq with copy my life starts from you and at you you you you you you my my and .
Transformer with copy My life starts from you and ends at you , so you are my first and my last .
Pretrained BART My life starts from you and ends at you , so you are my first and my last.
Pipeline Close the books, so you are my my first and my last.
Attribute high non-compositionality
Literal sentence You can’t delay making a decision any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Reference You can’t sit on the fence any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Seq2Seq You can’t be in the obsession any night , you need to make up your plans .
Transformer you can’t delay making a decision of any longer , you need to make your mind your mind .
Seq2Seq with copy you can’t sit sit the fence any , , you need to to up your .
Transformer with copy you can’t delay making a decision any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Pretrained BART You can’t delay making a decision any longer, you need to make up your own mind.
Pipeline You can’t delay making a decisione any longer, you make your mind.
Attribute low non-compositionality
Literal sentence Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist ’s greatest find .
Reference Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist ’s treasure trove .
Seq2Seq Missing the aftermath of pouring down the cake ’s share of the city .
Transformer catching up with silver lining of the challenges ’s volatility .
Seq2Seq with copy finding the ruins of unk was the ’s ’s trove .
Transformer with copy finding the ruins of babylon was the archaeologist ’s greatest silver spoons .
Pretrained BART Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist’s greatest find.
Pipeline Finding the ruins of babylon was the archaeologist’ treasure trove.
Table 7.6: Samples of generated idiomatic sentences. Text in blue represents the idiomatic
expressions correctly included in the outputs; text in red represents the literal counterparts




Joe , being the bird of passage he is , stayed the night , had some rest and ate some food
and left early the next morning .
Reference
Joe , being one who is here today and gone tomorrow , stayed the night , had some rest and
ate some food and left early the next morning .
Seq2Seq
And , sitting the part of the Bieber he is , seemed the morning , he some smart and wound
problems so well and gives early at the next morning .
Transformer
joe , being the guards of nowhere he is , the night the night , and had some dealers and left
the morning left the next morning .
Seq2Seq with copy
joe , being one who here today and tomorrow tomorrow stayed stayed night , had some and
and and and and left next next next .
Transformer with copy
joe , being the bird of energy is stayed , stayed the night , some rest and ate ate some food
left the next morning .
Pretrained BART
Joe, being the traveler he is, stayed the night, had some rest and ate some food and left early
the next morning.
Pipeline
joe, being the person he is, stayed the night, had some rest and ate some food and left early
the next morning.
Attribute multiple meaning
Idiomatic sentence My life starts from you and ends with you , so you are my alpha and omega .
Reference My life starts from you and ends with you , so you are my first and my last .
Seq2Seq My life dreams from you and read your family at you , so you are .
Transformer my life starts from you and learn at you , so you are my most important part .
Seq2Seq with copy my life starts from you ends ends you , so you my my my my last last last .
Transformer with copy my life starts from you and ends with you , so you are my wish and omega .
Pretrained BART My life starts from you and ends with you, so you are my most important part.
Pipeline My life starts from you and ends with you, so you are my most important part.
Attribute high non-compositionality
Idiomatic sentence You can’t sit on the fence any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Reference You can’t delay making a decision any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Seq2Seq You can’t wait on the money any rival , you need to make up your energy .
Transformer you can’t sit on the ? any longer , you need to make up your mind .
Seq2Seq with copy you can’t delay making any any any , you need to make your your mind .
Transformer with copy you ca n’t sit on the troublesome any longer , you need to make your mind .
Pretrained BART You can’t be indecisive any longer, you need to make up your mind.
Pipeline You can’t stay on the fence any longer, you need to make up your mind.
Attribute low non-compositionality
Idiomatic sentence Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist ’s treasure trove .
Reference Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist ’s greatest find .
Seq2Seq Edward the trap of nature was the racial out of Robert .
Transformer finding and hide of confiement was shocking ’s legal code .
Seq2Seq with copy finding the ruins of unk was the unk ’s greatest find .
Transformer with copy finding the ruins of babylon was the archaeologist’s family members .
Pretrained BART Finding the ruins of Babylon was the archaeologist’s greatest find.
Pipeline Finding the ruins of babylon was the archaeologist’s trove.
Table 7.7: Samples of generated literal sentences. Text in red represents the appropriate
literal phrases included in the outputs. Text in blue represents the idioms in the input
sentences. Text in green represents the literal phrases that are poorly generated.
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CHAPTER 8: ENLARGED CORPUS
Based on the previous experiment results on the parallel dataset, it is shown that the
pretrained BART model has a quite strong ability of generating literal counterparts for
idiomatic sentences. Therefore, considering that the IEs and parallel examples collected from
the online resources are on a small scale, we use BART to enlarge the number of parallel
instances using the publicly available MAGPIE dataset [30], a collection of sentences with IEs
collected from the British National Corpus. With the help of the enlarged corpus, we could
also observe an improvement of performance on our task of idiomatic sentence generation for
baseline models.
8.1 MAGPIE CORPUS
MAGPIE corpus is the largest corpus of sense-annotated IEs to date using a crowdsourced
annotation approach. Sentences in MAGPIE corpus are extracted from the British National
Corpus. Therefore, examples in this corpus are all real examples in the wild, which is an
advantage over the synthetic examples.
To leverage the examples in MAGPIE corpus, we first excluded the sentences with IEs
used in a literal sense using the labels provided in the dataset. Then we excluded sentences
longer than 30 words to keep them comparable to the manually created dataset and to avoid
any long-range dependency challenges for generation. This resulted in 1536 idioms and 17000
idiomatic sentences over 1536 IEs (average of 11.07 sentences per IE).
8.2 HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP SELF-TRAINING
Because of the large number of idiomatic sentences in the MAGPIE dataset, we generate
the corresponding literal examples following a human-in-the-loop self-training process using
a large pretrained BART model (BART). We first use the parallel idiomatic-literal sentences
from previous parallel dataset as the training corpus for BART, treating the idiomatic
sentences as input to the model that is fine-tuned to generate the corresponding literal
sentences. After fine-tuning, BART is then used to generate literal counterparts for idiomatic
examples in the MAGPIE dataset. Due to the significant overlap between the input and the
output sentences in the training set, a vast majority of the BART output for the idiomatic
sentences in the MAGPIE dataset was identical to the input. Therefore, we extract the
input-output pairs that are different and manually ‘correct’ them following the same process
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Statistics # of instances Avg. # of words
Idioms 2078 3.4
Definitions 2117 10.4
Idiomatic sent 22170 18.6
Literal sent 22170 18.1
Table 8.1: Statistics of our parallel corpus.
Idiom up and running
Idiomatic The Legal Centre was up and running and ready for business.
Literal The Legal Centre was working again and ready for business.
Idiom new blood
Idiomatic My biggest regret is that there ’ll be no new blood keeping the spirit going.
Literal
My biggest regret is that there ’ll be no new reforming members keeping the
spirit going.
Idiom foot the bill
Idiomatic
In many cases, genuine customers footed the bill under old laws governing
cheques.
Literal




This was the first time a Social Work Department in Scotland had come
under such public fire for the same reasons.
Literal
This was the first time a Social Work Department in Scotland had come
under such public harsh criticism for the same reasons.
Table 8.2: Samples of generated literal sentences. Text in red represents the literal phrases
included in the outputs. Text in blue represents the idioms in the input sentences.
for creating the previous parallel dataset. These manually created idiomatic-literal pairs
are then added into the training set and used for further fine-tuning the BART model.
By using this human-in-the-loop method for two rounds, we successfully generated 17000
idiomatic-literal sentence pairs from MAGPIE dataset.
8.3 RESULTS
After enlargement, 17000 more sentence pairs are added in the the parallel corpus. We
summarize the corpus statistics in Table 8.1. Some examples of the generated sentence pairs
are provided in Table 8.2. From the samples in Table 8.2, we could learn that literal sentences
generated by the pretrained BART model are of high quality, which also guarantees the
quality of enlarged parallel dataset.
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Model BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L METEOR Perplexity
Seq2Seq 55.51 70.69 54.42 71.07 67.48 7.69
Transformer 60.29 63.15 53.35 64.55 70.55 7.71
Seq2Seq with copy 55.86 70.81 56.72 73.70 78.75 7.24
Transformer with copy 61.87 68.80 57.44 69.83 78.21 7.27
Table 8.3: The improved performance of baselines and our model based on the enlarged
corpus.
Similar to the previous parallel dataset, we also annotated the idioms with BIO labels [86]
to mark the ground truth span of idioms in the idiomatic sentences and also annotated the
literal phrases to mark the ground truth span of corresponding literal counterparts. The
annotation is completed automatically by detecting the different parts between the idiomatic
sentences and corresponding literal counterparts.
8.4 IMPROVEMENT
With the help of the enlarged corpus, we obtained more samples to train different models.
Results of experiments for idiomatic sentence generation are presented in Table 8.3. From
the results shown in Table 8.3, we can see the improvement performance with the help of
the enlarged corpus. All the baseline models have a better performance compared with the
results shown in Table 7.4.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
9.1 CONCLUSION
To conclude, in this study, we proposed two new tasks: idiomatic sentence generation and
paraphrasing. We also presented PIE, the first parallel idiom corpus. We also propose a novel
approach for these tasks, which retrieves the appropriate idiom for a given literal sentence,
extracts the span of the sentence to be replaced by the idiom, and generates the idiomatic
sentence by using a large pretrained language model to combine the retrieved idiom and the
remainder of the sentence. For idiomatic sentence paraphrasing, the definition of the idiom
in the given idiomatic sentence is first retrieved. Then the idiom in the sentence is extracted
and finally the literal counterpart is generated by a large pretrained language model.
We benchmark existing end-to-end trained neural network models and a pipeline method
on PIE and analyze their performance for our tasks. Our experiments and analyses reveal
the competence and shortcomings of available methods, underscoring the need for continued
research on processing idiomatic expressions.
Inspired by the good performance of the pretrained BART model, we also utilized it to
enlarge our parallel dataset with the help of MAGPIE corpus. Finally, a larger parallel dataset
with 2078 idioms and 22170 idiomatic-literal sentence pairs is created. This enlarged dataset
is also shown to be useful for improving performance for idiomatic sentence generation.
9.2 LIMITATIONS
Model. Based on the previous evaluation, we could know that due to high non-compositionality
of idioms it is very difficult to retrieve the appropriate idioms for the task of idiomatic sentence
generation, which will further influence the quality of finally generated idiomatic sentences.
Besides, we can also observe that the pretrained BART model just copied the input into the
output sometimes due to the high similarity between input and output in the training set,
which makes the fine-tuned BART a simple copy model.
Evaluation. The correlation presented in Table 7.3 showed that current automatic evaluation
metrics are not good enough. Synonymous idioms and literal phrases cannot be measured by
current evaluation metrics such as BLEU and SARI. In addition, the high similarity between
input and output also made the scores of automatic evaluation metrics too high and thus
mitigated the difference between different models’ performance.
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9.3 FUTURE WORK
Based on the limitations discussed above, there are many possibilities for improving
performance through more extensive exploration of richer model architectures and using more
reliable evaluation methods, especially considering that currently evaluation metrics cannot
evaluate the results and performance perfectly because of the high overlapping between input
and output.
The second direction of future work is to apply our work in adversarial example generation.
Idioms are naturally of high non-compositionality and thus are difficult for language model to
understand only based on word embeddings. Therefore, texts including idioms are expected
to confuse current neural network models which are build for many text classification tasks,
for example sentiment analysis, natural language inference, paraphrase identification and
etc. Current methods of adversarial example generation rely on the model to be attacked
more or less. Some of them rely on the model’s output [87, 88, 89] and others rely on the
model’s structure and gradient information [90, 91, 92]. However, our work is able to be
further developed into a model-agnostic method because the idioms inserted are potentially
difficult to process for all the models.
Some works have already pointed out the influence idioms have on current neural models.
For example, [93] created a large-scale dataset for idiom translation. The machine translation
results showed that currently neural machine translation models have an obviously poorer
performance on idiom translation compared with literal sentence translation. Therefore, our
method for idiomatic sentence paraphrasing could be used to first transfer the idioms into
their literal counterparts. Then, instead of directly translating idiomatic sentences, the NMT
models could translate the corresponding literal sentences for a better performance.
Another direction our work can be applied into is paraphrase and style transfer. For
these tasks, our work could be used as a method of data augmentation to generate more
training examples for these tasks. Considering that our work on idiomatic sentence generation
only inserts idioms into the original sentences and retain the original semantic meanings,
idiomatic sentences generated by our method are essentially paraphrases for original sentences.
Therefore, our work could also be used for data augmentation for text generation tasks like
paraphrase generation and style transfer.
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